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Instruction-level parallelism (ILP) consists of a family of processor and compiler
design techniques that speedup execution by causing individual operations to execute in
parallel.  For control-intensive programs, however, there is usually insufficient ILP in a
basic block for effective exploitation by ILP processors.  Speculative execution is the ex-
ecution of instructions before it is known whether these instructions should be executed.
Thus, it can be used to alleviate the effects of conditional branches.  To effectively exploit
ILP, the compiler must boost instructions across branches.  However, a hazard may be
introduced by speculatively executed instructions that incorrectly overwrite a value when a
branch is mispredicted.  To eliminate such side effects, we propose a solution in this paper
which uses scheduling techniques.  If the result of a boosted instruction can be stored in
another location until the branch is committed, the undesired side effect can be avoided.  A
scheduling algorithm called LESS with a renaming function is proposed for passing differ-
ent identifiers along different execution paths to maintain the correctness of the program
until the data is no longer used or modified.  The hardware implementation for this method
is relatively simple and rather efficient.  Simulation results show that the speedup achieved
using LESS is better than that obtained using other existing methods. For example, LESS
achieves a performance improvement of 12%, on average, compared to the CRF scheme, a
solution proposed recently which uses the concept of shadow register pairs.

Keywords: ILP processors, speculative execution, boosting architecture, compiler scheduling,
identifier renaming

1. INTRODUCTION

Instruction-level parallelism (ILP) consists of a family of processor and compiler
design techniques that speedup execution by causing individual operations to execute in
parallel [25].  By the early 1990s, various ILP techniques had been adopted in advanced
microprocessor design by CPU manufacturers [1, 4, 15, 22, 29].  However, since a condi-
tional branch imposes a control dependence upon instructions that occur after the branch,
the amount of parallelism that can be exploited using the present ILP techniques is limited
to a sequence of instructions with exactly one entry point and exactly one exit point in the
program’s flow graph.  Such a sequence of instructions is termed a basic block.
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For control-intensive programs, there is usually insufficient ILP in a basic block for
effective exploitation by ILP processors [17].  To schedule instructions beyond the basic
block boundary, instructions have to be boosted across conditional branches.  Speculative
execution is the execution of instructions before it is known whether these instructions
should be executed.  It is typically utilized by special hardware and/or in compiler design to
alleviate the effects of conditional branches.  Dynamically scheduled processors[13, 26]
can use hardware branch prediction to schedule instructions from a path which is likely to
be executed or to schedule instructions from both paths of a conditional branch.  However,
the parallelism is limited by the ability to fetch instructions, and the complicated hardware
required makes this solution less attractive [2].  On the other hand, because the compiler
fundamentally has the ability to optimize code schedules by analyzing critical paths from a
large window of instructions and by using sophisticated instruction heuristics for schedul-
ing [6, 9, 17, 18, 19], compiler-based speculative execution has the potential to achieve
both a high instruction-per-cycle rate and a high clock rate.  However, a pure compiler-
based approach which can overcome the limitations of instruction scheduling does not yet
exist due to the inability to manage the effects of dynamic states by means of static codes [2,
27].

To effectively exploit ILP, a compiler must boost instructions across branches. There
are two potential hazards with speculative execution [6, 27].  First, a speculatively executed
instruction should not cause an exception immediately or the exception will terminate the
program incorrectly.  This hazard can be eliminated by suspending the handling of excep-
tions caused by speculative instructions until the instructions are committed [7, 21].

The other hazard is introduced by speculatively executed instructions that incorrectly
overwrite a value when the branch is mispredicted.  To eliminate this side effect, there are
various mechanisms which allow the compiler to specify speculative execution statically.
Superblock scheduling [12] of general code percolation models [6] is a pure compiler-
based method which allows only instructions that will not cause side effects to be specula-
tively boosted across a branch.  Researchers have proposed adding hardware to eliminate
side effects and achieve more efficient results [2, 7, 28].  For example, Chang and Lai [7]
proposed an architecture, IAS-S, with a special register file called Conjugate Register File
(CRF) and a dedicated scheduling heuristic called frequency-driven scheduling to support
multilevel boosting in speculative execution.  However, the ability to boost is still con-
strained since the shadow register will force the result which is produced speculatively to
be stored in a dedicated location.  Moreover, although the CRF scheme has been claimed to
provide a hardware solution simpler than others, the added hardware may nevertheless
lengthen the instruction cycle, and the attached instructions (SetBBR, XorSR) may add
further dependence on various basic blocks.

In this paper, we focus on a method for eliminating the aforementioned side effect.
The main goal of this research is to find a more efficient solution which can achieve a
higher degree of ILP using less hardware support than is required by the CRF scheme, the
most effective solution proposed so far.  We find that the side effect is caused by the object
code produced by the compiler rather than by the program itself; thus, a solution can be
provided using compiler scheduling techniques.

Fig. 1(a) and Fig. 1(b) show examples of undesired side effects.  In Fig. 1(a), there
exists an output dependence relationship between the instruction a=exp1 and the instruc-
tion a=exp2.  The relationship will prevent a later instruction, a=exp2, from being boosted
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beyond the block to which it belongs.  Otherwise, the side effect exhibited in the figure will
cause an erroneous result in b if the execution flow takes the path on the left hand side.
Similarly, an anti-dependence relationship, which prohibits the boosting of instructions, is
shown in Fig. 1(b).

Fig. 1. Examples on side effects.

(a) Side effect caused by output dependence (b) Side effect caused by anti-dependence

Based on the examples shown in Fig. 1, it can be readily seen that the key is the
destination operand of the boosted instruction.  If the result of a boosted instruction can be
stored in another location until the branch is committed, then the undesired side effect can
be avoided.  The current solutions all focus on dynamically providing a shadow location for
the destination operand using dedicated hardware.  These solutions assume that the oper-
ands of an instruction are fixed and can not be changed.  As a matter of fact, if the compiler
can rename the identifiers in order to avoid dependencies, the side effect can be eliminated
without any hardware support.  Fig. 2 shows a solution for the examples given in Fig.1.  The
identifier in the braces with the leading word, in, indicates the in set of the succeeding basic
block.  A compiler with a renaming function can pass on the different identifiers along the
different execution paths to maintain the correctness of the program until the data is no
longer used or modified.

(a) Renaming for output dependence (b) Renaming for anti-dependence

Fig. 2. Side effects eliminated by renaming.
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Although the concept of identifier renaming is a simple idea and has been studied
extensively in many systems [14], there are still challenges which must be overcome before
it can be realized to support speculative execution.  First, traditional renaming is only one
part of the front end of the compilation transformation used to eliminate anti/output depen-
dence without considering its interaction with the hardware environment, e.g., the size of
the register file.  It may actually cause the performance of a program to deteriorate by
increasing the amount of spill code if the function can not cooperate well with the later
register allocation process.

Second, the traditional renaming algorithm proposed previously is mainly dependent
on the data flow analysis and, thus, tied to the Use-Definition(UD Set) and Definition-Use
(DU Set) chains.  This algorithm is not suitable for speculative execution since the instruc-
tions in the chains are all assigned to the same identifier.  For example, the variables in
instructions I1, I2 and I3 in Fig. 3(a) can not be renamed in order to benefit from speculative
execution because I3 belongs to DU(I1, a) and DU(I2, a) at the same time.  If the instruction
I2 is to be boosted to the basic block A with a different identifier, then the compiler will not
be able to find the correct identifier for I3 since there are two different execution paths to I3.
However, there are other solutions which can be adopted to provide a solution to this problem.
For example, by inserting a MOVE instruction into basic block B where the instruction I2
belongs, as shown in Fig. 3(b), the semantics can be correctly retained.  To probe further, a
new solution is proposed in this paper to eliminate the added MOVE instructions using
special designated hardware to dynamically fetch the correct data according to the execu-
tion flow.

(a) Three instructions in a flow graph (b) Renaming for speculative execution by
    inserting a MOVE instruction

Fig. 3. An example of identifier renaming.

Since the identifier renaming scheme depends primarily on the techniques of com-
piler scheduling, related issues are discussed in section 2.  A hardware enhancement to
support identifier renaming is presented in section 3, and a scheduling algorithm called
LESS is proposed in section 4 for implementation of identifier renaming.  The algorithm is
based on the idea of frequency-driven scheduling in cooperation with pre-pass and post-
pass scheduling.  Section 5 presents preliminary simulation results obtained using the ex-
ecution scheme and a comparison with the CRF scheme.  In addition to the impressive
performance improvement shown by the simulation, some interesting phenomena revealed
by the results are also discussed in that section.  Finally, a conclusion and directions for
future work are presented in section 6.
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2. IDENTIFIER RENAMING AND RELATED
ISSUES IN ILP SCHEDULING

Code scheduling is a technique that arranges the instruction sequence of a program so
as to minimize the number of execution cycles.  In previous works [9][18], trace scheduling
was proposed to allow code motion beyond the basic blocks.  After all the intermediate
optimizations have been performed, the edges of the flow graph of the operations are at-
tached to the expected execution frequencies generated by profiling.  The modified flow
graph is divided into several execution paths, called traces.  Each trace is an acyclic se-
quence of basic blocks in the control flow graph.  Traces are selected and scheduled accord-
ing to the frequencies of execution.  A variant of trace scheduling, termed superblock
scheduling, was later proposed in [12].  A superblock is a trace that has no side entrance.
Control may enter only from the top but may leave from one or more exit points.

Although trace/superblock scheduling can schedule a linear sequence of basic blocks
that is most likely to be executed, it has been criticized because it focuses on the current
trace and neglects the rest of the program.  More specifically, there are two defects in the
method of trace/superblock scheduling.  First, although the code is scheduled along the
most frequent execution path, the instructions which are scheduled across several blocks
are probably not the most suitable instructions for such scheduling.  This is because the
combined probabilities of the instructions to be executed decrease according to the distance
between blocks.  For example, an instruction in block D shown in Fig. 4 may be boosted to
block A with a probability of 0.36 since there are two branches on the execution path with
a probability of 0.6 each. This probability of 0.36 is lower than the probability for block C,
the block directly following block A.  However, the instructions in block C can not be
boosted into block A using the trace concept.

The other defect in trace/superblock scheduling is introduced by the concept of bound-
ary scheduling.  In order to simplify the complexity of scheduling, the trace/superblock
compiler divides a sequence of blocks, along with the most frequently executed path, into a
trace as the largest basic block for scheduling.  The tail of the block will lose it’s chance to
speculatively execute the following instructions that belong to other blocks and are imme-
diately behind, but do not belong to, the trace.  Let us use Fig. 4 as an example. In this

Fig. 4. An example of trace scheduling in a control flow graph.
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figure, blocks A, B, and D are grouped as a trace.  The instructions in blocks B and D may be
promoted and boosted into block A.  However, the instructions in block D that can not be
boosted will spend cycles for execution and will not be able to promote other instructions in
block E, which will probably be executed after block D, to fill in available cycles.

Recently, a scheduling strategy was proposed to schedule the most likely executed
instructions from both paths of a branch [19, 30].  Furthermore, Chang and Lai [7] imple-
mented this strategy and proposed an algorithm, called frequency-driven scheduling, which
can greedily schedule basic blocks by boosting the instructions from the succeeding blocks
of all execution paths without the constraints on block boundaries.  The algorithm sched-
ules basic blocks according to the precedence order of the control flow graph. A block, say
A, can be selected for scheduling when all of its preceding blocks have been scheduled. The
scheduler will promote the instructions that can be executed speculatively from the blocks
succeeding block A in order to fill the instruction slots in the block. When block A is sched-
uled into ILP form and the contents of the succeeding blocks are modified because of specu-
lative scheduling, the scheduler can then select another block for scheduling until all the
blocks have been scheduled.  Although the scheduler will spend more time than the tradi-
tional trace/superblock scheduler, the algorithm can efficiently eliminate the aforemen-
tioned defects and produce a more compact ILP code.  For these reasons, this algorithm was
selected as the framework for our study on scheduling which incorporates identifier renam-
ing and a mapping scheme.

We will now address the following identifier renaming related issues with respect to
speculative execution: How should program semantics be maintained?  At which stage
during compilation should renaming be performed?  Are there any drawbacks introduced
by the technique of register renaming?  How can the drawbacks introduced by renaming be
conquered?  Does the scheme of identifier renaming indeed provide a better solution than
the others?

When an identifier is renamed, the new identifier must be transmitted to the follow-
ing basic blocks.  The in sets and the out sets of the corresponding basic blocks must be
modified to transmit the renaming relationships by inserting/deleting elements into/from
the corresponding in sets and out sets of each basic block.  Once the instructions in a basic
block have been scheduled in ILP form, the operands can be modified in order to maintain
the correctness of the program semantics by checking the in sets definition of the block and
the out sets definition of the preceding blocks.  The relationships obtained through renam-
ing can then be transmitted to the in sets of the following blocks until the identifier is no
longer used or redefined.

Renaming is accomplished by adding extra identifiers which replace the original
identifiers, so this must be done before the identifiers are allocated to dedicated locations.
This means that renaming must be completed before register allocation.  Moreover, identi-
fier renaming is performed in order to eliminate the side effects produced by speculative
scheduling.  This function is implemented in the code scheduling phase.  This implies that
any scheduling involving the function of renaming must also be performed before register
allocation.

Speculative scheduling reorders the sequence of instructions and causes the range of
alive identifiers to be lengthened.  Furthermore, renaming increases the use of identifiers,
which will incur additional dependence relationships as well.  It may also increase the
demand for registers since a larger number of identifiers will be alive at the same time,
which in turn may result in register spill.
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To alleviate these drawbacks, compilers must be able to use a limited number of
registers more efficiently.  A heuristic solution to this problem, based on the idea of two-
pass scheduling, was proposed in [7].  In contrast to the conventional two-pass scheduling
approach, in which both scheduling passes actually modify the instruction sequence, our
solution performs pre-pass scheduling only in constructing of the conflict graph of the ideal
ILP schedule for the later register allocation phase.  When the registers are all used up, the
register allocator can ignore the conflict edges introduced by speculative scheduling and
allocate some distinct identifiers to the same register without inserting a spill code.  Thus,
during post-pass scheduling, the effect of speculative scheduling due to generation of these
identifiers will not be allowed to execute speculatively.  This method can be modified to
eliminate the effect of identifier renaming under the constraint of limited registers.  The
details of this approach will be presented in section 4.

The identifier renaming scheme does provide better solutions, as demonstrated by
this example.  Fig. 5 shows a portion of a sequential program.  Assuming that the number of
operation slots in each instruction cycle is four, and that the latency of each instruction is 1,
the final parallel form of the scheduled code produced by the local scheduler is presented in
the figure.  From the scheduled sequence, we can expect that it will take an average of 7.92
cycles to complete code execution.

Fig. 5. A portion of the sequential code and its ILP counter part after local scheduling.
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Fig. 6 shows the parallel form, as scheduled using code motion with renaming, corre-
sponding to the example shown in Fig. 5.  The superscripts <¢> and <≤> indicate that renam-
ing has taken place.  The letter in parenthesis after an the operation stands for the original
block to which the operation belonged.  We can find from the codes that the average number
of cycles has been reduced from 7.92 to 5.04.  This is 1.57 times faster than local scheduling.
The instruction added in block <B Æ E> is a MOVE operation used to revise the renamed
identifier so that the following instructions will maintain correct semantics.

In Fig. 6, we can find that the preceding blocks, A and B, can be efficiently filled with
speculative operations by means of identifier renaming.  If other operations exist behind the
succeeding blocks, C, D and E, then the final schedule can be expected to be even more
efficient than Fig. 6 shows.

Fig. 6. ILP by applying renaming to the example shown in Fig. 5.

To investigate the renaming scheme further, we selected the CRF scheme [7] for
comparison.  Fig. 7 shows the final parallel code scheduled using that scheme.  Since the
CRF scheme is based on the idea of the shadow register with the use of register pairs, the
final code is exhibited in the form of registers.  Because of the inability to boost due to the
dedicated shadow register and the added instructions, SetBBR/XorSR, for adjusting the
CRF scheme, a total of 6.4 cycles is needed for execution.  The speedup is 1.24, which is
nowhere near the speedup provided by the previous identifier renaming scheme.  It should
be pointed out that the approach using shadow register pairs, as implemented in the CRF
scheme, allows only one instruction to be boosted at a time for instructions having the same
destination operand.  As shown in the example, the technique of identifier renaming, when
properly applied, can efficiently eliminate anti and output dependencies, alleviate the con-
straints introduced by the original program semantics and lead to a scheduling result which
is more efficient than other solutions.
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3. ARCHITECTURAL SUPPORT FOR RENAMING

Let us look at Fig. 6 again.  Since the instruction, h = d *  3 in block E, uses a source
operand d which has been allocated to different identifiers according to the execution paths,
the compiler needs to add a MOVE instruction to maintain the semantics.  An instruction of
this type, that is, an instruction which provides a source operand whose value may be vari-
ant to execution paths, is called an intertwined instruction.  If the number of intertwined
instructions is large, the inserted MOVE instructions may add extra overhead required for
execution and degrade the parallelism.

In order to improve the imperfection caused by intertwined instructions, a hardware-
based mapping scheme is proposed to dynamically fetch the correct source data without the
addition of MOVE instructions.  Assume that there are N registers in the processor.  By
building a mapping register with a width of lgN bits, we can set the mapping register with
different values corresponding to the different execution paths to record the correct path
that has actually been executed.  An intertwined instruction can fetch the correct data by
mapping the source operand along with the mapping register to generate the correct register
number.  Because the map is built using a line of XOR gates as shown in Fig. 8, it is much
simpler than other hardware solutions.

In the mapping scheme, the general instructions can fetch their operands by means of
the source register number directly without mapping.  The compiler can identify the inter-
twined instruction and assign a special register number for mapping.  Because the different
values of the source are generated from different execution paths, the mapping register can
be assigned with different values using a SetMR instruction to assign a value to the map-
ping register before the block is committed, and the correct data can be fetched by XORing
the logical number and the value of the mapping register.  As an example, Fig. 9 shows the
scheduled code modified from Fig. 6 by using the mapping scheme.  Assume that the oper-
and d referenced by the intertwined instruction, h = d *  3, is assigned to registers R3 and

Fig. 7. ILP by applying CRF scheme from the example in Fig. 5.
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R20 before block E is committed.  The compiler can assign the values 000002 and 101112 to
the mapping register corresponding to the execution paths C Æ E and B Æ E, respectively.
By XORing the mapping register and the logical number when the intertwined instruction
is executed, the correct data will be fetched dynamically from register R3(00011 = 00000
XOR 00011) or R20(10100 = 10111 XOR 00011) with the correct data.

From the scheduled codes shown in Fig. 9, we find that the average number of execu-
tion cycles is further reduced to 4.8, and that an impressive speedup of 1.65 is achieved.  It
should be noted that although there is still an added instruction, SetMR, the total amount of
added instructions has been effectively reduced.  Regardless of the amount of intertwined
data, because the intertwined instructions in the same basic block can be assigned the same
mapping number, the added SetMR instruction set for defining the value of the mapping
register is limited to, at most, one for each basic block and is not proportional to the amount
of intertwined data that a pure compiler-based solution used to insert MOVE instructions
for each instance of such data.  Moreover, the SetMR instruction can be scheduled in any
slot of the basic block without a dependence constraint as the original solution.

Fig. 9. ILP by applying register renaming along with the mapping scheme to the example in Fig. 5.

Fig. 8. Mapping scheme for fetching correct register data.
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Examining the mapping scheme more closely, we find that although the scheme can
dynamically fetch the correct data using the logical register number of the intertwined in-
struction and the value of the mapping register, this same data may be used later in the
following basic blocks with new values in the mapping register.  If the same data is continu-
ously fetched using this scheme, the compiler will have to maintain the correct semantics
by setting different logical register numbers for the instructions in different blocks.  The
overhead could be too much for the compiler if the situation of intertwined instructions
occurred many times and the data was used in many blocks following the original block that
contained the intertwined instruction.  To eliminate this overhead, we further propose an
assistant mechanism that can automatically move the intertwined data into a dedicated reg-
ister during execution of the first intertwined instruction.

If the intertwined data is the first operand of the instruction, then when the inter-
twined instruction is executed, the data will be moved into a register whose binary repre-
sentation is identical to the binary representation of the destination register of the instruc-
tion but different in the most significant bit.  For example, if the destination is R7 (00111) in
a register file with 32 registers, the register that latches onto the intertwined data is R23
(10111).  On the other hand, if the intertwined data is the second operand of the instruction,
the data will be moved into a register whose binary representation is identical to the binary
representation of the destination register of that instruction but different in the second most
significant bit.  For the above example with R7 (00111), the register that latches onto the
intertwined data is R15 (01111).  To simplify the description of this scheme, we will refer to
these registers as d+16/d+8 in the following paragraphs.  By incorporating the automatic
move into the design of this mapping scheme, the compiler can assign intertwined instruc-
tions with fixed register numbers to match different values without the overhead of an
added MOVE instruction.  In this manner, the compiler can also use the intertwined data
accurately in the succeeding instructions.

The requirement for the inclusion of information about whether an operand is inter-
twined calls for a change in the instruction format and, thus, changes the instruction set
architecture (ISA).  A similar requirement exists in most of the researches on speculative
execution.  For example, the predicated execution scheme requires that information be
embedded in the instruction in order to indicate the predicated register number.  The shadow
register scheme needs information to specify the destination of the shadow register where
the result should be stored.  Although further research in this area is needed, two possible
solutions are outlined in the following paragraphs.
1. The mapping scheme can be further modified so as to assign each register with a map-

ping field in the mapping register.  By replacing the global mapping register with the
fields, the needed information can be adequately and correctly provided to the compiler.
In this way, the automatic move is no longer needed.  Furthermore, this approach elimi-
nates the need for information to indicate whether the data is intertwined because all the
operands of instructions are treated as intertwined data and are mapped using the map-
ping scheme.

2. By expanding the instruction set to include some intertwined instructions for the provi-
sion of intertwined information, the conventional instructions can be viewed as normal
instructions without being intertwined, and the requirements for ISA changes are
eliminated.  This solution is somewhat similar to the application of partial predicated
execution [20] to solve the same problem in the predicated execution.
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Using this mapping scheme and the previously described move mechanism, the com-
piler can manage various situations efficiently in order to achieve unconstrained scheduling.

4. LESS SCHEDULING

Although our algorithm is based on the frequency-driven scheduling steps described
above, the kernel of our algorithm is very different from that used in frequency-driven
scheduling.  The provision of identifier renaming is the primary reason for the differences.
For example, identifiers may be split into several items when they are renamed for boosting,
in which case the dependence relationships between identifiers will be changed at the same
time.  Furthermore, the mapping scheme will force some identifiers to be assigned with
values according to predetermined allocation relations for registers.  The changes intro-
duced by renaming and the constraints forced by the mapping scheme must be incorporated
into our algorithm.  Since the algorithm proposed in this paper schedules basic blocks using
three step-by-step functions, it is called lift-each-step-scheduling, or LESS.

The main challenge of LESS is to rename identifiers so as to eliminate false data
dependencies and reduce the amount of added compensation code for handling intertwined
instructions.  An efficient register allocation is of primary concern.  As discussed in section
II, the renaming function must be performed before register allocation.  As a consequence,
the renaming procedure (or function) may produce extra data dependencies due to the in-
sufficient number of registers.  This insufficiency will cause extra spill codes to be inserted
into the original codes and, thus, may lead to poor performance.  A two-pass scheduling
technique, as shown in Fig. 10, has been designed.  The GNU C compiler(GCC) is used as
the front end of the compiler, and a set of classic optimizations, such as common sub-
expression elimination, constant propagation, loop optimization, and peephole optimiza-
tion are performed in this phase.  The GCC output is a sequential code with infinite sym-
bolic identifiers.  The first step in LESS is to send the codes to a register allocator to acquire
profiling information.

In the second step, the pre-pass scheduler is active to schedule the codes in ILP form
with infinite registers using the renaming techniques.  In the pre-pass step, the scheduler
will produce an alias graph that records the relationships among identifiers.  The alias graph
is a weighted directed graph that contains two types of edges.  The first type of edge is
called a white edge and is represented as <a, b> with a weight x.  This means that the
identifier a is an alias for the original symbol b for speculative execution, and that the
weighted value x is the probability that the data, a, produced by the speculative instruction
is correct in the execution.  Furthermore, any intertwined data is also recognized in pre-pass
scheduling, and a second type of edge, called a black edge, is added.  A black edge <d+16/
d+8, d> identifies the relationship between the intertwined data and destination data of an
intertwined instruction with a weighted value of 16/8 to indicate that the register number
should be d+16/d+8 for the data d.

Using the alias graph and the live-range-conflict graph produced by the scheduled
codes, the register allocator can then allocate a register to each identifier by means of the
graph-coloring heuristic algorithm at the beginning of step 3.  When there are not enough
registers to be assigned for all identifiers that may be living, the allocator can eliminate the
edges and recombine some nodes in the conflict graph according to the white edges with
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less probability weight exists in the alias graph to reduce the demand for registers and to
avoid spill code insertion.  However, speculative codes from the most probable execution
paths are still maintained.  The black edges that record the constraints of register numbers
are checked when the register allocator assigns registers to identifiers.  If there are not
enough register pairs for the vertices of a black edge, the compiler can insert a MOVE
instruction in order to replace the function of the intertwined instruction.  After all of the
identifiers are allocated to dedicated registers, a post-pass ILP scheduler is activated in
order to produce the final ILP code.  As a final requirement, SetMR instructions are inserted
into the blocks in order to maintain the functions of the mapping scheme.

The nitty-gritty of LESS is pre-pass scheduling.  As described above, LESS sched-
ules sequential codes in the same manner as frequency-driven scheduling does.  That is,
each block is scheduled according to the precedence of the control flow graph.  The three
major functions in the LESS algorithm are as follows.
1. Transformation(Basic block A):

Modify the identifier symbols that have been renamed in the preceding blocks and recog-
nize the intertwined instructions in block A.

2. Promotion(Basic block A, Instruction I):
Schedule the instruction I in block A as early as possible by means of renaming.

3. Boosting(Basic block A, Basic block B):
Boost the instructions in block B to block A according to the execution path by means of
renaming.

Fig. 10. Two-pass scheduling in LESS, Lift-Each-Step-Scheduling.
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A brief description of the main functions of LESS is presented below.  Algorithm 1 is
the main procedure for LESS, and Algorithms 2, 3, and 4 represents the three functions of
Transformation, Promotion and Boosting, respectively.

Algorithm 1:  Pre-pass LESS Algorithm
Step 1: Select a basic block A, whose predecessors are all scheduled.  If not found then goto

Step 6.
Step 2.1: Use the Transformation function to modify the identifiers in block A by

means of the in set of the block and the out sets of the predecessors.
Step 2.2: Use the Transformation function to find the intertwined instructions in

block A and add black edges into the alias graph.
Step 3: List-schedule the instructions in block A using the Promotion function to rename

identifiers and add white edges to the alias graph with weight 1.
Step 4: While (there are idle operation slots in block A)

Step 4.1: Select a basic block B that is a successor of block A where the probability
of execution path from A to B is greater than a threshold.  If not found,
then goto Step 5.

Step 4.2: Boost instructions in block B using the Boosting function to fill up the idle
slots in A.

Step 4.3: While (there is a boosted instruction that has been renamed)
Step 4.3.1: An element, say x¢ Æ x, will be inserted into the out sets of blocks

in the execution path A Æ B in order to record the renaming, and
an element is also inserted into the in set of block B.  A white
edge is also added into the alias graph by setting the weight with
the probability of the execution path A Æ B.

Step 5: Goto Step 1.
Step 6: End Algorithm

Algorithm 2:  Transformation (Basic block A)
Step 1: Select an alias pair s* Æ s from the in set of block A and delete the record; if not

found then goto Step 5.
Step 2: If (there exists only one definition for the identifier s in the out sets of the predeces-

sors of the block)
Step 2.1: If (s is not defined in block A)

Step 2.1.1: Transmit the alias relation to the succeeding blocks by means of
the in/out sets of the related blocks.

Step 2.2: Replace the identifier s of the instructions in block A with s* until the
instruction which redefines s is reached.

Step 3: Else
Step 3.1: Find the first instruction I which uses s as a source operand; if not found

then insert a MOVE instruction to move s to identifier d.
Step 3.2: Mark I as an intertwined instruction.
Step 3.3: Replace the identifier s of the instructions behind instruction I with d+16/

d+8 until the instruction which redefines s is reached.
Step 3.4: Add the alias pair d+16/d+8 Æ s into the in/out sets of the related blocks.
Step 3.5: Add the black edges <s, d+16/d+8> and <d+16/d+8, d> with weights 1

and 16/8, respectively, into the alias graph.
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Step 4: Goto Step 1.
Step 5: End

Algorithm 3: Promotion (Basic block A, Instruction I)
Step 1: Find the instruction which is the predecessor of I, and which has an anti/output

dependence with I, and call it Ij.  If not found then goto Step 9.
Step 2: Find the destination of I j ,d, that has been used in instruction I and rename the

identifier d of I as d*.
Step 3: If(d is not redefined in the block A and d exists in the out set of block A)

Step 3.1: Replace d with d* Æ d in the out set of block A.
Step 3.2: Add d* Æ d to the in sets of all the successors of block A.

Step 4: Replace the identifier d of the instructions that are the successors of instruction I in
block A with d* until the instruction which redefines d is reached.

Step 5: Modify the data precedence graph.
Step 6: Add the white edge <d*, d> with weight 1 into the alias graph.
Step 7: If(instruction I is an intertwined instruction and there exists a black edge<d+16/

d+8, d> in alias graph)
Step 7.1: Replace the black edge with <d+16/d+8, d*>.

Step 8: Goto Step 1.
Step 9: End

Algorithm 4: Boosting (Basic block A, Basic block B)
Step 1: Insert a null basic block, say B¢, between the block B and the predecessors of B but

not in the execution path of A Æ B.
Step 2: If (there exists an idle operation slot in block A)

Step 2.1: Select an instruction, I, such that no predecessors of I exist in the block
which can be scheduled into the slot of A.  If not found, then goto Step 4.

Step 2.2: If (there exists a source operand s which is defined in the execution path A
Æ B)

Step 2.2.1: Abandon the instruction and goto Step 2.1.
Step 2.3: Schedule instruction I into block A and insert the instruction into the blocks

B¢.
Step 2.4: If(there exists an anti/output dependence between instruction I and some

instruction, say Ij, which belongs to a block in the execution path)
Step 2.4.1: Rename d of instruction I as d*.
Step 2.4.2: Add d* into the in/out sets of the basic blocks in the execution

path.
Step 2.4.3: Add d* Æ d into the in set of block B.
Step 2.4.4: Replace identifier d of the instructions in block B with d* and add

d* Æ d to the in sets of all the successors of the block.
Step 2.4.5: Add the edge <d*, d> with a weight which is the probability of

execution from A to B into the alias graph.
Step 3: Goto Step 2.
Step 4: If (the added block B¢ == ∆), then delete the block.
Step 5: End.
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5. PRELIMINARY SIMULATION RESULTS

Table 1. The category of benchmarks.

Benchmarks Feature

 ack, qs Small recursive program

wc, short Nested loops

sieve, 8q, kmp Complex conditional execution in nested loops

Seven benchmark programs were used to evaluate the performance improvement
gained through identifier renaming and to verify the correctness of the LESS algorithm.  As
a comparison, the same benchmarks were also scheduled using the CRF algorithm.  The
benchmarks were quicksort(qs), the ackerman function(ack) and pattern matching proposed
by Knuth, Morris and Pratt(kmp), the 8 queen problem(8q), the word count utility(wc), the
algorithm of all pairs shortest paths(short), and the sieve benchmark.  The features of these
benchmarks can be classified into three groups as shown in Table 1.

The architectural models used for the simulations were built based on DLX[24].  When
a benchmark was compiled into the DLX assembly code using GNU C, we first inserted, by
hand, increment instructions and added instructions onto the beginning of each basic block
to measure the execution frequencies of the blocks.  The code was rescheduled using LESS
and CRF under the assumption of hardware parallelism with 2, 4, and 8 issues.  The code
was then simulated using the superscalar version of the DLX simulator, superdlx, to obtain
execution time statistics.  The hardware environment was assumed to have one delay slot
for each load and each branch instruction, and to contain a 20-entry load buffer and a 10-
entry store buffer.  The latencies of the integer/floating point operations followed the as-
sumptions about the DLX architecture.

In the progress of code scheduling, some existing imperfections in the original design
of the LESS algorithm were found and modified.  They included the method for scheduling
the code in loops and a method for bookkeeping the speculative code when the basic block
that the boosted instruction belonged to had two or more preceding basic blocks.  In the
original version, the algorithm was designed to schedule a loop just like a basic block, and
to attempt to boost the operations of the first iteration out of the loop.  The scheduler must
insert a basic block to keep track of the boosted code to ensure correctness.  However, the
gain from the solution was not obvious, and the regularity of the loop could be destroyed,
leading to poor performance than other solutions, such as software pipelining [16].  Finally,
the algorithm was modified to view a loop as a closed basic block, that is, a code portion to
be scheduled without speculative execution.  Furthermore, the bookkeeping for the boosted
instructions was also modified. In the original design, when an instruction was boosted
from a basic block, say A, to a preceding basic block, the instruction also had to be dupli-
cated onto the paths from other preceding blocks to A.  Duplication was completed by
creating a new block that contained the boosted instruction.  This method always caused a
branch instruction to be added to the end of the new basic block so as to direct the execution
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flow to A.  This action lengthened the execution path.  We provided a simple solution to this
problem.  When an instruction was boosted, a new basic block was not created, but the
boosted instruction was duplicated in the other preceding basic blocks, regardless of whether
the block had been scheduled in the ILP form or not.  If the preceding block had been
scheduled, the instruction was added onto the end of the block.  Although this could in-
crease the execution of the preceding block by one cycle, the penalty was reduced since
there was no added branch.  Furthermore, if the preceding block was not scheduled, the
compiler could still be able to schedule the added instruction without increasing the number
of execution cycles.

The benchmarks were all scheduled using the modified LESS algorithm and the CRF
scheme under the assumption of three issue-rates.  Table 2 lists the number of instructions
in each case renamed by the modified LESS algorithm and the CRF scheme.  The numbers
clearly show that LESS can eliminate more unnecessary data dependencies than CRF.

Table 2. Numbers of instructions renamed.

     Benchmarks qs ack kmp 8q wc short sieve

Renaming by LESS 7 4 19 43 23 11 22

 Renaming by CRF 5 1 7 23 14 7 21

Speculative execution is likely to demand a greater number of registers.  The require-
ment is expected to be more in LESS since there are no physical shadow registers and the
boosting distance is always comparatively longer than that in other schemes.  If the require-
ment exceeds what the hardware can support, spill code must be inserted to allocate data
into memory, leading to poorer performance.  The maximum numbers of registers used
concurrently for the benchmarks by LESS are shown in Table 3.  The table indicates that the
required number of registers is indeed increased.  However, the result shows that the work-
ing set did not increase dramatically, and that a set of 32 registers is still adequate.

Table 3. Amount of registers needed.

              Benchmarks qs ack kmp 8q wc short sieve

Registers used in original codes 10 8 9 8 15 16 17

 Registers used in LESS codes 13 11  21  28 28 23  25

Table 4 shows the various speedups for the codes executed with no speculative
execution, with CRF scheduling and with LESS scheduling, over the base architecture for
issue-rates of 2, 4, and 8.  The base architecture used for comparison is a pipelined DLX
with an issue-rate of 1.  It is noted that since the load/store buffers are eliminated in the base
architecture, the speedups can be higher than the issue-rate since the ILP architectures con-
tain the buffers.
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Based on Table 4, we can make the following observations.
1. Speculative execution can improve the performance of a program with potential parallel-

ism among its basic blocks.
The kmp and 8q benchmarks are two examples with obvious parallelism potential

that can be exploited using speculative execution because of their complex control structure.
The performance improvement obtained using speculative execution can be over 66% and
83% when the issue-rate is 8.  However, when the hardware parallelism is not so high, say,
when the issue-rate is only 2, the performance improvement is degraded as shown in kmp.
Since the parallelism that exists in the basic blocks of kmp is already high enough to occupy
the operation slots, there is little room left for speculative scheduling.  However, 8q shows
that when the parallelism in a basic block is not enough to fill the slots, speculative execu-
tion can still perform well.

The performance of benchmarks usually reflects their behavior.  The factors in the qs
and the ack benchmarks that limit the effect of speculative execution are:

A. They are recursive algorithms that contain a large number of load/store operations
in the small kernel for passing parameters and saving/reloading local data.  In
contrast, there are only a few loads/stores that will prevent speculative scheduling
in the codes for kmp and 8q.

B. There are loops in the codes that can not be scheduled for speculative execution.
On the other hand, although there are some loops in the kmp and 8q benchmarks,
the basic blocks in the loops can still be scheduled for speculative execution.

2. For the selected benchmarks, LESS always outperforms CRF, and the improvement is
more evident when speculative execution can significantly benefit the program’s
execution.

We see in Fig. 11 that, when a benchmark is suitable for speculative execution, LESS
always outperforms the CRF scheme and achieves an average improvement of 12% for the
following reasons.  The ability to boost instructions in the LESS algorithm is not con-
strained by the naming of data produced by the compiler.  However, this is not true for the
CRF scheme due to the inability of register pairs.  The kmp benchmark with a performance
improvement of 48%, and the 8q benchmark, with an improvement of 21%, are two such
examples.

Table 4. Speedups over base architecture.

Issue-Rates. 2 4 8

benchmarks  qs ack kmp 8q wc  short sieve qs ack kmp 8q wc short sieve qs ack kmp 8q wc short  sieve

Original 3.0 3.6 2.8 2.7 2.1 2.7 2.7 3.3 4.9 2.9 3.2 2.1 2.9 2.9 3.5 5.3 3.0 3.4 2.1 2.9 3.2

Speedup

CRF 3.1 3.9 2.8 3.3 2.7 3.1  3.0 3.4 5.3 3.8 4.4 3.0 3.1 3.3 3.6 5.7 3.8 4.6 3.0 3.1 3.3

Speedup

LESS 3.1 4.1 2.8 3.6 2.8 3.2 3.1 3.4 5.3 4.6 4.6 3.0 3.4 3.7 3.6 5.7 5.6 5.6 3.0 3.4 3.7

 Speedup
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The added instructions in the CRF scheme lengthen the execution.  The situation
becomes crucial for the insertion of XorSR instructions since the instruction must be added
to the beginning of the committed basic block and the related instruction is, thus, delayed.
For the sieve program, the added instructions cause a degradation of 10% in the speedup
ratio.

In the remaining portion of this section, the impacts of intertwined instruction and the
issue-rate are discussed based on the simulation results.

The effect of intertwined instruction is not evident in the execution under scheduling
by LESS.  There are only two intertwined instructions in the 8q benchmark and five inter-
twined instructions in the sieve benchmark.  However, in the execution of these two programs,
the added instructions did not effect the execution time because they were inserted into
adequate null slots.

There are various versions of each of the benchmarks which are scheduled for simu-
lation under various issue-rates.  However, some simulation results show that the scheduled
codes introduced to obtain higher issue-rates may perform more efficiently than codes sched-
uled for lower issue-rates even though the hardware simulation environment is built with a
lower issue-rate.  For example, the codes of 8q scheduled for issue-rate 8 take 122644
cycles under an environment with an issue-rate of 4, but the same codes scheduled for an
issue-rate of 4 need 131529 cycles for execution in the same environment.  This anomaly
appeared in the simulations for the models of both the CRF scheme and LESS scheduling.
By assuming that the latency of each instruction is 1, and that the hardware environment is
set up with an issue-rate of 2, the anomaly can be explained as shown in Fig.12.

Fig. 11. Speedups of the three parallel models with an issue-rate of 8.

Fig. 12. A code portion scheduled for 2 issue and 4 issue.

(a) Dependence graph of a code portion (c) Perallel codes scheduled

     for anissue-rate of 4
(b) Parallel codes scheduled
      for anissue-rate of 2
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Fig. 12.(a) shows a portion of the code with two successive basic blocks.  The data
dependence relationship among the instructions is exhibited by the dotted lines in the figure.
If the code is scheduled for an issue-rate of 2, as shown in Fig. 12.(b), the execution takes 6
cycles on hardware with an issue-rate of 2.  However, if the code is scheduled for an issue-
rate of 4, as shown in Fig. 12.(c), the execution takes 5 cycles on hardware with an issue-
rate of 2.  This means that by merging two or more basic blocks and by scheduling the codes
as they are in the same basic block, a more efficient portion of codes can be produced since
the critical paths of the blocks can be overlapped.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have proposed in this paper a new method for speculative execution that can
exploit the ILP existing in a program efficiently using the technique of LESS compiler
scheduling.  LESS is based on the technique of identifier renaming.  By combining this
algorithm with a mapping register and an automatic move mechanism for intertwined
instruction, the proposed method can achieve higher performance than schemes that per-
form speculative execution by means of shadow registers.  Preliminary simulation results
show that the speedups achieved using LESS always outperform those introduced by regis-
ter pairs. LESS can be used with available ILP processors without changing the hardware
environment to achieve a higher degree of parallelism.

Several issues are worth further investigation.  The inclusion of software pipelining/
superblock scheduling to benefit the execution of loops and sequential codes is one such
issue.  In another direction, by examining the ILP codes scheduled using LESS, we find that
the codes of the basic blocks in later portions of a program are usually boosted into earlier
basic blocks.  This means that many basic blocks with branch instructions are only clus-
tered in the later portions of the program.  If hardware for concurrent branches, that is,
multiway branch architecture [4], can be added to the speculative execution scheme and
integrated into a dedicated scheduling technique, such as branch merging [8], the resulting
performance can be expected to be further improved.  In yet another direction, because
boosting of Load/Store instructions is limited due to memory ambiguation, the memory
disambiguation ability [10, 11, 23] is also important to improve the performance of specu-
lative execution.  If LESS can be in order modified to classify some dedicated memory
references models, such as the references of array elements and the passing of parameters,
speedup can be further improved using speculative execution.
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